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 Abstract

This paper is the documentation for z/OS DFSORT V2R1 PTF UI35396 and z/OS DFSORT V2R2 PTF UI35397,
which were first made available in March, 2016.

These PTFs provide important enhancements to DFSORT exit processing of E15/E35 exits to support the transfer of
blocks of records between DFSORT and E15/E35 exits. With this new support for inserting blocks of records it
will expand the functionality of the existing E15/E35 exits which will significantly reduce the number of calls of
the E15/E35 exits, and will reduce the transfer of records between user's storage and DFSORT storage. Further-
more, the new E15/E35 block support does not affect the existing support of single record interface.

This paper highlights, describes the new features provided by these PTFs for DFSORT. It also details new and
changed messages associated with these PTFs.
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User Guide for DFSORT PTFs UI35396 and UI35397

 Introduction

DFSORT is IBM's high performance sort, merge, copy, analysis and reporting product. DFSORT is an optional
feature of z/OS.

DFSORT, together with DFSMS and RACF, form the strategic product base for the evolving system-managed
storage environment. DFSMS provides vital storage and data management functions. RACF adds security func-
tions. DFSORT adds the ability to do faster and easier sorting, merging, copying, reporting and analysis of your
business information, as well as versatile data handling at the record, field and bit level.

DFSORT includes the versatile ICETOOL utility and the high-performance ICEGENER facility.

z/OS DFSORT V2R1 PTF UI35396 and z/OS DFSORT V2R2 PTF UI35397, which were first made available in
March, 2016, provide important enhancements to DFSORT exit processing of E15/E35 exits to support the transfer
of blocks of records between DFSORT and E15/E35 exits. With this new support for inserting blocks of records it
will expand the functionality of the existing E15/E35 exits which will significantly reduce the number of calls of
the E15/E35 exits, and will reduce the transfer of records between user's storage and DFSORT storage. Further-
more, the new E15/E35 block support does not affect the existing support of single record interface.

This paper highlights, describes, and shows examples of the new features provided by these PTFs for DFSORT. It
also details new and changed messages associated with these PTFs.

You can access all of the DFSORT books online by clicking the Publications link on the DFSORT home page at
URL:

http://www.ibm.com/storage/dfsort

This paper provides the documentation you need to start using the features and messages associated with z/OS
DFSORT V2R1 PTF UI35396 or z/OS DFSORT V2R2 PTF UI35397. The information in this paper will be
included in the z/OS DFSORT books at a later date.

You should refer to z/OS DFSORT Application Programming Guide (SC23-6878-00) for general information on
DFSORT and ICETOOL features, and in particular for the framework of existing DFSORT features upon which
these new features are built. You should refer to z/OS DFSORT Messages, Codes and Diagnosis Guide
(SC23-6879-00) for general information on DFSORT messages.

Prerequisite for exploiting block exit support.

Ask your System Programmer to install z/OS DFSORT V2R1 PTF UI35396 or z/OS DFSORT V2R2 PTF UI35397
so you can use the new functions.

E15/E35 Block Exit support
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 Introduction

E15/E35 Block Exit support represents enhancing the existing E15/E35 exits to support the transfer of blocks of
records between DFSORT and E15/E35 exits. The target users are general DFSORT users, DB2 utitlies and Adex
users. DB2 12 for z/OS will support DFSORT's new functionality delivered by APAR PI47000 to improve perform-
ance in both CPU and elapsed times for its sort intensive utilities like REORG TABLESPACE, LOAD DATA,
CHECK INDEX, REBUILD INDEX, and RUNSTATS.

 Detailed Description

The design of E15/E35 Block Exit support is based on existing 64-bit support for DFSORT. This interface sup-
ported 64-bit records inserted by E15/E32/E35 exits one record at a time for all DFSORT functions (SORT, COPY,
MERGE) for both fixed length records (FLR) and variable length records (VLR). With this new support for
inserting blocks of records it will expand the functionality of the existing E15/E35 exits which will significantly
reduce the number of calls of the E15/E35 exits, and will reduce the transfer of records between user's storage and
DFSORT storage. Furthermore, the new E15/E35 block support does not affect the existing support of single
records interface. In other words in one run it is possible to combine the use of block of records processing with
single records processing.

The new E15/E35 block support allows users to:

� Blocks of records can be placed in any user's virtual storage (24/31/64) bit addressed.

� E15/E35 block support can be used for DFSORT's COPY and SORT paths.

� E15/E35 block support can be used for both FLR and VLR format of records.

� Use of E15/E35 block support is initiated by use of the DFSORT's 64-bit Invocation Parameters List and 64-bit
E15/E35 exits parameters lists.

� E15/E35 exits can have any addressing mode (AMODE 24/31/64) and can be specified in 64-bit invocation
Parameters List and with MODS control statement.

� Block transfer of records can coexist with transfer of single records already existing in E15/E35 exits.

� E15/E35 block support allows the following combinations of input and output of records

Input of records:

– insert of blocks of records from the E15 exit

– insert single records from the E15 exit

– insert of blocks of records or single records from the E15 exit at each invocation of the E15 exit from
DFSORT

– input of records from SORTIN data set only

– input of records from SORTIN data set and insert blocks of records or single records from the E15 exit in
one run.

Output of records:

– output of blocks of records from DFSORT to the E35 exit

– output of single records from DFSORT to the E35 exit

– output of blocks of records and single records from DFSORT to the E35 exit in one run
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– output of records from DFSORT to SORTOUT and/or OUTFIL data sets

It is the user's responsibility for allocating the areas of virtual storage to form blocks that will be used to
populate the records to be inserted to DFSORT through the E15 exit (input blocks of records) and the areas
to receive the sorted records from DFSORT (output block of records) through the E35 exit.

The addresses of the input and output blocks of records are provided to DFSORT through the so-called E15/E35
Block Lists. The Block List is meant to be a generalized data structure that keeps track of multiple areas of
allocated storage for blocks of records. It is possible to manage both blocks containing active data (input blocks of
records) and blocks not containing any valid data (output blocks intended for filling by the records processed by
DFSORT), within the same data structure instead of using two separate data structures. The user can allocate areas
of virtual storage for blocks of records and block Lists before a call of DFSORT or after a call of DFSORT in the
user E15/E35 exits.

Any users who want to use block support should specify in the DFSORT's 64-bit Invocation Parameters list the
indicator (flag) of block support and the address of the user parameters area (User block lists Parameters Area)
containing characteristic of E15/E35 block lists. The 64-bit Invocation Parameters list can be created by the user in
any user's virtual storage (24/31/64 bit) and the user exit can have any addressing mode (AMODE 24/31/64)

The user then calls DFSORT using one of the names ICEMAN64, SORT64, or ICEDFS64 and passes the address
of the 64-bit Invocation Parameters List in the 64-bit general register 1.

Input Phase (E15 exit).

DFSORT at a call of the E15 exit prepares the 64-bit E15 exit parameters list containing the usual information:

� address of input record read from SORTIN data set or zeros if SORTIN is not used.

� user exit address constant (zeros if none)

 and the new information for block exit support.

� address of the user block list parameters area.

Register Contents 

�  64-bit general register 0

Contains the value C'PL64SORT'.

�  64-bit general register 1

DFSORT places the address of a E15 parameter list.

�  General register 13

DFSORT places the address of a format4 save area or the address of the traditional 72-bytes format save area.
Format 4 save area is 144 bytes in length and will be use in the following conditions.

– use of 64-bit exit parameters list for E15 exit (irrespective of the specified addressing mode)

– an E15 exit with 64 bit addressing mode(irrespective of the specified exit parameters list type).

�  General register 15

The E15 exit at return to DFSORT should load the new return code 20. This code signals the insert of blocks
of records. In case of single record processing the general register 15 should contain a return code 12. If you
pass a return code of 20 from the exit passing single records, you would get an error.
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Using block exit support always requires the use of the 64-bit exit parameter list for the E15/E35 exits and
therefore general register 13 should always contain the address of the format 4 (144 byte) save area.

Output Phase (E35 exit).

After completion of the sorting DFSORT in a phase 3 must pass all the sorted records to the E35 exit or to output
them to SORTOUT /OUTFIL data set. Block transfer of records is only supported for the E35 exit. Block
transfer of records to SORTOUT and/or OUTFIL data sets is not supported.

The E35 Block List contains the information on the number of blocks, the sizes of blocks, and addresses of blocks
where DFSORT will accumulate records for transfer to the E35 exit.

DFSORT at a call of the E35 exit prepares the 64-bit E15 exit parameters list containing the usual information:

� address of record leaving DFSORT, or address of E35 Block List when blocks of records passed to E35 exit
(zeros ifnone)

� address of record in output area (zeros if none)

 and the new information for block exit support.

� address of the user block list parameters area.

Register Contents 

�  64-bit general register 0

Contains the value C'PL64SORT'.

�  64-bit general register 1

DFSORT places the address of a E35 parameter list

�  General register 13

DFSORT places the address of a format4 save area or the address of the traditional 72-bytes format save area.
Format 4 save area is 144 bytes in length and will be use in the following conditions.

– use of 64-bit exit parameters list for E35 exit (irrespective of the specified addressing mode)

– an E35 exit with 64 bit addressing mode(irrespective of the specified exit parameters list type).

�  General register 15

The E35 exit at return to DFSORT should load the new return code 24. This code signals the receiving blocks
of records. In case of single record processing the general register 15 should contain a return code 4. If you
pass a return code of 24 from the exit passing single records, you would get an error.

Using block exit support always requires the use of the 64-bit exit parameter list for the E35 exits and there-
fore general register 13 should always contain the address of the format 4 (144 byte) save area.

The format of the 64-bit invocation parameters list is changed for E15/E35 block exit support and the format of the
User block List parameters are changed as shown below. (Bold items)
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64-BIT INVOCATION PARAMETER LIST FOR DFSORT
 MACRO
&NAME ICEPL64

TITLE '64-BIT INVOCATION PARAMETER LIST FOR DFSORT'
***********************************************************************
* 64-Bit Invocation Parameter List for DFSORT *
***********************************************************************
*
ICE64INV DSECT 64-Bit Invocation Parameter List
ICEPLID DC C'PL64SORT' Identifier
ICEMDEX1 DS C Flag byte 1
ICE15A24 EQU X'80' AMODE 24 for E15 Exit or
ICE32A24 EQU X'80' AMODE 24 for E32 Exit
ICE15A31 EQU X'40' AMODE 31 for E15 Exit or
ICE32A31 EQU X'40' AMODE 31 for E32 Exit
ICE15A64 EQU X'20' AMODE 64 for E15 Exit or
ICE32A64 EQU X'20' AMODE 64 for E32 Exit
ICE35A24 EQU X'10' AMODE 24 for E35 Exit
ICE35A31 EQU X'08' AMODE 31 for E35 Exit
ICE35A64 EQU X'04' AMODE 64 for E35 Exit
ICE18A24 EQU X'02' AMODE 24 for E18 Exit
ICE18A31 EQU X'01' AMODE 31 for E18 Exit
ICEMDEX2 DS C Flag byte 2
ICERSVD1 EQU X'80' Reserved - must be set to zero
ICE39A24 EQU X'40' AMODE 24 for E39
ICE39A31 EQU X'20' AMODE 31 for E39
ICERSVD2 EQU X'10' Reserved - must be set to zero
* Parameter List Types flags: 0=31-Bit type; 1=64-Bit type
ICE15PLT EQU X'08' 64-bit Parameter List Type for E15 Exit or
ICE32PLT EQU X'08' 64-bit Parameter List Type for E32 Exit
ICE35PLT EQU X'04' 64-bit Parameter List Type for E35 Exit
ICE18PLT EQU X'02' 64-bit Parameter List Type for E18 Exit
ICE39PLT EQU X'01' 64-bit Parameter List Type for E39 Exit
ICERSVD3 DS CL13 Reserved - must be set to zeroes
ICEOPTF1 DS C Options flag byte 1:
ICEBLX15 EQU X'80' Block List used for E15 Exit
ICEBLX35 EQU X'40' Block List used for E35 Exit
 EQU X'08' Reserved
ICECTL DS D Address of Control Statement Area
ICE15E32 DS D X'00000000' | Addr of User Exit E15 or E32
ICE35 DS D X'00000000' | Address of User Exit E35
ICEUC DS D X'00000000' | User exit address constant
ICEALSEQ DS D Address of ALTSEQ Translation Table
ICESTAE DS D X'00000000' | Address of ESTAE Area Pointer
ICE18 DS D X'00000000' | Address of User Exit E18
ICE39 DS D X'00000000' | Address of User Exit E39
ICECALID DS CL8 X'00000000' | 4-Character call identifier
ICEBLPRM DS D Address of User Block List Parameters Area

DS D Reserved - must be set to zeroes
ICERSVD4 DS 3D Reserved - must be set to zeroes
ICE64LNG EQU *-ICE64INV
*
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Desciption of changed and new parameters
 � ICERSVD3

1 reserved byte is used to denote block exit interface.

 � ICEOPTF1

New flags containing the new ICEBLX15 and ICEBLX35 flags to indicate the possibility of an inserting blocks
of records from from the E15 exit (ICEBLX15) to DFSORT or a possibility of transfer blocks of records from
DFSORT to the E35 exit (ICEBLX35). If any of flags ICEBLX15 or ICEBLX35 in ICEOPTF1 are specified
then the address of the User Block Lists Parameters Area should also be specified.

 � ICERSVD4

8 reserved bytes to denote the address of user block list parameters Area.

 � ICEBLPRM

New 8-bytes field for the 64-bit address of the user block list parameters area containing the information
related to block of records passed between DFSORT and E15/E35 exits.

USER BLOCK LIST PARAMETERS AREA.

User block list Parameter Area contains two basic parts intended for all users of E15/E35 Block support with the
characteristics accordingly of Block Lists for E15 and for E35 exits. The new parameters are added in the existing
ICEPL64 macro.
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***********************************************************************
* TITLE 'USER BLOCK LIST PARAMETERS AREA' *
***********************************************************************
ICEUBLPRM DSECT
* Block List parameters for E15 exit
ICEUE15A DS D Address of User Block List Area
ICEUE15BL DS D Maximal length of blocks with records at each
* return to DFSORT (for Block List Type 2 only)
ICEUE15BN DS D Maximal number of blocks with records at each
* return to DFSORT (for Block List Type 2)
ICEUE15RN EQU ICEUE15BN Maximal number of records at each return
* to DFSORT (for Block List Type 1)
ICEUE15RL DS F Maximal length of record
ICEUE15RF DS C Format of record (F-FLR/V-VLR)
ICEUE15BT DS X Block List Type for E15 exit (1/2/...)
ICEUE15RS DS XL2 Reserved
*
* Block List parameters for E35 exit
ICEUE35A DS D Address of User Block List Area
ICEUE35BL DS D Maximal length of block with records at each
* E35 call from DFSORT (for Block List Type 2)
ICEUE35BN DS D Maximal number of blocks with records at each
* E35 call from DFSORT (for Block List Type 2)
ICEUE35RN EQU ICEUE35BN Maximal number of records at each E35
* call from DFSORT (for Block List Type 1)
ICEUE35RL DS F Maximal length of record
ICEUE35RF DS C Format of record (F-FLR/V-VLR)
ICEUE35BT DS X Block List Type for E35 exit (1/2/...)
ICEUE35RS DS XL2 Reserved
*
ICEUPARML EQU *-ICEUBLPRM Length of User Block List Parms

Desciption of the parameters
 � ICEUE15A

specifies the 64-bit address of user 24/31/64 bit virtual storage area in which the block list for the E15 can be
created. Note. The block List can be created in the user storage different from the storage area where the data
records are placed.

 � ICEUE15BL

specifies the maximum size of the blocks with records (without RDW for VLR) at each return to DFSORT
from E15 exit.

 � ICEUE15BN

specifies the maximum number of the blocks with records for the block List type 2

 � ICEUE15RN

specifies the maximum number of the records for block list type 1

 � ICEUE15RL
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specifies the maximum size of records (with 4-bytes RDW for VLR). DFSORT will fill in this field before the
first call of the E15 exit.

 � ICEUE15RF

specifies the format of records (F for FLR, or V for VLR). DFSORT will fill in this field before the first call
of the E15 exit.

 � ICEUE15BT

specifies the type of the E15 Block List format (1/2). It is specified by the user.

 � ICEUE35A

specifies the 64-bit address of user 24/31/64 bit virtual storage area in which the block list for the E35 can be
created. Note 1. FOR COPY the E35 Block List should be created in the E15 exit before the first return
to DFSORT. At SORT the E35 Block List can be created in the E15 exit before any return to DFSORT.
Note 2. For SORT the user storage area for the E35 Block List can be the same as was used for the E15
Block List. For COPY the storage area for the E35 Block List should not use the same storage area that
was used for the E15 block list. 

 � ICEUE35BL

specifies the maximum size of the blocks with records (without RDW for VLR) at each E35 call from
DFSORT.

 � ICEUE35BN

specifies the maximum number of the blocks with records for the block List type 2

 � ICEUE35RN

specifies the maximum number of the records for block list type 1

 � ICEUE35RL

specifies the maximum size of records (with 4-bytes RDW for VLR). DFSORT will fill in this field before the
first call of the E35 exit.

 � ICEUE35RF

specifies the format of records (F for FLR, or V for VLR). DFSORT will fill in this field before the first call
of the E35 exit.

 � ICEUE35BT

specifies the type of the E35 Block List format (1/2). It is specified by the user.

64-bit E15 Exit Parameter list.

The new parameter in the 64-bit E15 exit parameters list shown in bold in the existing ICEPL64 macro.
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TITLE '64-BIT E15 EXIT PARAMETER LIST FOR DFSORT'
***********************************************************************
* 64-Bit E15 Exit Parameter List for DFSORT *
***********************************************************************
*
ICE64E15 DSECT 64-Bit E15 Exit Parameter List
ICE15NR DS D X'00000000' | Address of the new record
ICE15UC DS D X'00000000' | User exit address constant
ICE15UBL DS D Address of User Block Lists Parms Area

Desciption of the parameters.
 � ICE15UBL

specifies the 64-bit address of user block list parameter area.

64-bit E35 Exit Parameter list.

The new parameter in the 64-bit E35 exit parameters list shown in bold in the existing ICEPL64 macro.

TITLE '64-BIT E35 EXIT PARAMETER LIST FOR DFSORT'
***********************************************************************
* 64-bit E35 Exit Parameter list for DFSORT *
***********************************************************************
*
ICE64E35 DSECT 64-Bit E35 Exit Parameter List
ICE35RL DS D X'00000000' | Address of record leaving DFSORT
* or
* Address of E35 Block List
ICE35RO DS D X'00000000' | Address of record in output area
ICE35UC DS D X'00000000' | User exit address constant
ICE35UBL DS D Address of User Block Lists Parms Area

Desciption of the parameters.
 � ICE35RL

specifies the address of single record passed from DFSORT to the E35 exit or address of the E35 Block list.

 � ICE35UBL

specifies the 64-bit address of user block list parameters area.

Sample Block exit record/block exit list.

Here is a pictorial representation of block exit list parameter area.
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Type = 01 - Simple Record List

 *------------------------------*
| type | X'00' |

 |------------------------------|
*---------| Block List ending address |

 | | |
 | |------------------------------|

| *----| First Active Entry address |
| | |------------------------------|
| *--|----| Last Active Entry address |

 | | | |------------------------------|
 | | *--->|------------------------------|

| | | address of record # 1 |--'| Record #1
 | | |------------------------------|

| | | address of record # 2 |--'| Record #2
 | | |------------------------------|
 | | | o |
 | | | o |
 | | | o |
 | *------>|------------------------------|
 | | address of record # n |--'| Record #n
 *---------*------------------------------*

Type = 02 - Simple Block List

 *------------------------------*
| type | X'00' |

 |------------------------------|
*---------| Block List ending address |

 | | |
 | |------------------------------|

| *----| First Active Entry address |
| | |------------------------------|
| *--|----| Last Active Entry address |

 | | | |------------------------------|
 | | *--->|------------------------------|

| | | address of block # 1 |--'| block #1
 | | |------------------------------|

| | | length of block # 1 |
 | | |------------------------------|

| | | address of block # 2 |--'| block #2
 | | |------------------------------|

| | | length of block # 2 |
 | | |------------------------------|
 | | | o |
 | | | o |
 | | | o |
 | *------>|------------------------------|
 | | address of block # n |--'| block #n
 | |------------------------------|
 | | length of block # n |
 | |------------------------------|
 *---------*------------------------------*
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Block list format description for E15 and E35 Exits.

The following is the layout of the block list format which is added to existing ICEPL64 macro.

***********************************************************************
TITLE 'BLOCK LIST DESCRIPTION FOR E15 AND E35 EXITS'

***********************************************************************
ICEXBLIST DSECT
* BlockList header
ICEXTYPE DS X Block List type:
ICEXTYPE1 EQU X'01' Type 1 Block List
ICEXTYPE2 EQU X'02' Type 2 Block List
ICEXRSRV1 DS XL7 Reserved
ICEXLEND DS D Ending address of this Block List
ICEXFIRST DS D Address of 1st active BlockList Entry
ICEXLAST DS D Address of last active BlockList Entry
ICEXHDRL EQU *-ICEXBLIST Length of BlockList Header
* end of BlockList Header
*
ICEXENTRY DS 0D Start of block list entries
*
*
* Type 1 format entry - each BlockList Entry is 8 bytes
*
ICEX1ADDR EQU 0 (8) Address of record
ICEX1ENTL EQU ICEX1ADDR+8 Length of type 1 Block List Entry
*
* End of Type 1 format entry. Entries repeat until ICEXLEND address.
*
*
* Type 2 format entry - each BlockList Entry is 16 bytes
*
ICEX2ADDR EQU 0 (8) Address of Block of records
ICEX2LEN EQU ICEX2ADDR+8 (8) Length of block in bytes
ICEX2ENTL EQU ICEX2LEN+8 Length of type 2 Block List Entry
*
* End of Type 2 format entry. Entries repeat until ICEXLEND address.
*
***********************************************************************

 New Messages

This section shows messages that have been added for PTFs UI35396 and UI35397. Refer to z/OS DFSORT Mes-
sages, Codes and Diagnosis Guide (SC23-6879-00) for general information on DFSORT messages.

 ICE292A

ICE292A CRITICAL ERROR WHEN USING BLOCK EXITS: Enn - RSN=rsn

Explanation: Critical. An E15 or E35 user exit passed an invalid block list to DFSORT. The user exit can be part
of an invoking program. nn is the number of the user exit that passed block list to DFSORT. x is the reason code
specifying the error:

� Block list Address is zero.
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� Block List Type is invalid. Should be only 1 or 2.

� The Address of first or last active entry in block list is zero.

� The address of block records ( block list type 2) or record (block list type 1) in active entry is zero.

� The length of block records is invalid (zero or less than record size).

System Action: The program terminates.

Programmer Response: Check the exit number(nn), reason code(x). Change your user exit to pass an appropriate
valid block list for the identified situation.

 Changed Messages

This section shows existing messages that have been changed significantly for PTFs UI35396 and UI35397. Refer
to z/OS DFSORT Messages, Codes and Diagnosis Guide (SC23-6879-00) for general information on DFSORT mes-
sages.

 ICE290A

This message will be issued for the following additional situation:

� The E15 or E35 exit was specified with block exit support, but the required address of the user block list
parameters area was not present 64-bit invocation parameter list. The block list type is invalid in the user block
list parameter area.
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